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Questions and Answers

Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen good day and welcome to the J Kumar
Infraprojects Limited Q1 FY18 Results Conference Call hosted by Edelweiss
Securities Limited. As a reminder, all participant lines will be in listen-only mode
and there will be an opportunity for you to ask questions after the presentation
concludes. Should you need assistance during the conference call, please signal
an operator by pressing “*” then “0” on your touchtone phone. Please note this
conference is being recorded. I now hand the conference over to Mr. Parvez
Akhtar Qazi from Edelweiss Securities limited. Thank you and over to you Sir!
Parvez Akhtar Qazi: Good morning friends. On behalf of Edelweiss Securities,
I welcome you all to the Q1 FY18 conference call of J Kumar Infraprojects.
Today we have with us from the management side Mr. Kamal Gupta, Managing
Director of the Company, Mr. Nalin Gupta, Managing Director of the Company,
and Mr. Arvind Gupta, the CFO of the Company. I would now hand over the call
to the management for their opening remarks. Over to you Sir!
Kamal Gupta: Very good morning to all. This is Kamal Gupta here. While
coming to the highlights of the quarter, the first quarter position as on June 30,
2017 the turnover of the company stands at Rs.374 Crores with EBITDA of
Rs.69.9 Crores and PAT of Rs.25.81 Crores. The order book position as on June
30, 2017 stands to Rs.8939 Crores and the net worth of the company stands at
Rs.1414 Crores as on June 30, 2017. Now I request everybody for the questions
please. Thank you.
Moderator: Thank you very much Sir! Ladies and gentleman, we will now begin
the question and answer session. We have the first question from the line of
Vibhor Singhal from PhillipCapital. Please go ahead Sir!
Vibhor Singhal: On the topline front I think this is again probably the second
or third quarter in which kind of, if I think we are little weak on the execution
side so I know the JNPT projects have been troubling us for the last couple of
quarters so any specific reasons that we probably felt a bit of a muted topline
this quarter and when and how do you see that improving?
Kamal Gupta: We have done Rs.375 Crores we are expecting around Rs.420
Crores, but as you must be aware that most of the projects right now about
Rs.7500 Crores or Rs.8000 Crores are from Mumbai region, so there is a major
issue, which has come up from last five months that is the aggregate i.e. the
basic raw material used for the concrete, all the crushers and quarries are
closed in Thane area that is Turbhe area, the collectors have closed the quarry
from the last four or five months though it must be it is in paper, media
everywhere, so basically the raw material availability is a big issue. We are at
least surviving because we have about two own crushers so we are fulfilling the
requirement that is a basic constraint for the progress. We are even sourcing
the material from as far as Pune now to support our ongoing work so we also
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identified like some more quarries to take and like operate ourselves so that is
the basic main reason of like falling a bit short of our expected turnover.
Vibhor Singhal: Sir when do you think this might continue till and when you
might see some resolution on that front?
Kamal Gupta: Yes even this MMRDA, they have returned to government, they
are acquiring some own quarries, which will be handed over to us for their work,
this issue should be sorted in a couple of months and even we are getting some
more quarries for us because this is a transition phase Mr. Singhal you can
understand when something stopped suddenly like hundreds of quarries in total
Turbhe region was stopped, which was supplying raw material to the total
Mumbai region. So right now like you know some material, which is coming
from Panvel and Bhiwandi that is going filling, the demand supply issue is there,
so this will be sorted in couple of months for sure.
Vibhor Singhal: Couple of months for sure. Would you able to give us the
breakup of the revenue in this quarter as to how much of the revenue came
from two line, seven line, and line three in Mumbai?
Kamal Gupta: Line three is around Rs.85 Crores quarter and line two, seven is
around Rs.55 Crores and others are like….
Vibhor Singhal: JNPT would be?
Kamal Gupta: JNPT is around Rs.90 Crores.
Vibhor Singhal: Nothing left in DMRC right?
Kamal Gupta: DMRC is in JV now.
Vibhor Singhal: That will be in the JV right, so these are the three largest
projects. Again coming to probably the revenue for the full year I think with the
kind of a 7% decline in the first quarter what is the kind of topline you would be
comfortable with for the full year?
Kamal Gupta: We are expecting as what we told Rs.1900 Crores as a topline
for the year ending March 2018 we will be able to do that, that is not issue at
all.
Vibhor Singhal: Despite the issue of quarries and crushers for the first five to
six months of the…
Kamal Gupta: First two quarters will be slightly lower then of course third and
fourth quarter will be in full swing, as it is the second quarter is monsoon.
Vibhor Singhal: So that would mean that we would probably be requiring more
than let us say Rs.500 to Rs.600 Crores of execution in third and fourth quarter
each so fairly comfortable with doing that?
Kamal Gupta: Yes we are comfortable in doing that.
Vibhor Singhal: Fair enough Sir! Thanks a lot for answering my questions. I
will come back in the queue if I have anything else.
Moderator: Thank you very much Sir! We have the next question from the line
of Sandeep Jagwani from Narnolia Securities. Please go ahead.
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Sandeep Jagwani: Sir my question is pertaining to the yesterday’s SAT
outcome so what was the exact outcome, whether putting up then on trading of
SAT is not up to the regulation or that JKIL is not a shell company so what was
the exact outcome Sir?
Kamal Gupta: Yesterday like you must be aware that SEBI has banned the
trading from Tuesday, so we approached SEBI as well as SAT for this and SAT
has given the order that it stayed the order of SEBI and started the trading from
today. This is the order like what has been received they stayed the order of
SEBI and the order is at site Mr. Sandeep on SAT site the order is there.
Sandeep Jagwani: Can we have statement in a press release on BSE or it is
really helpful Sir?
Kamal Gupta: The order?
Sandeep Jagwani: Yes what was the exact communication from SAT?
Kamal Gupta: But that order is on the website we have not got it physically so
that is why we have not put it so that is already available if you want I will send
it you that is not a problem Sir. I will do that.
Sandeep Jagwani: My next some of the book keeping questions Sir. What is
the debtors and inventory level as of now?
Kamal Gupta: The debt position is Rs.474 Crores as on June 30, 2017.
Sandeep Jagwani: Rs.474 Crores?
Kamal Gupta: 474, debt equity is 0.33.
Sandeep Jagwani: 0.33 debt equity. Debtors?
Kamal Gupta: Debtors are 538.
Sandeep Jagwani: 538, inventory numbers Sir?
Kamal Gupta: Inventory 650.
Sandeep Jagwani: Thank you Sir!
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have next question from the line of Shravan
Shah from Dolat Capital. Please go ahead.
Shravan Shah: Thank you for the opportunity. Sir firstly in terms of the
operational guidance as you have already mentioned in terms of the revenue so
for FY2018 and for FY2019 revenue margin capex whatever we have
communicated in last concall is it the same or are we revising any of this
guidance?
Kamal Gupta: No Sir we are not revising that we have maintained the same
thing Sir, topline as well as bottomline.
Shravan Shah: So revenue will be Rs.1900 Crores for FY2018 and for FY2019
it will be Rs.2300 to Rs.2400 Crores and margin will be the same current
margins will be maintaining?
Kamal Gupta: Yes will be maintaining the same margin.
Shravan Shah: And capex for FY2018 would be Rs.250 Crores and for FY2019
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it would be Rs.55 Crores?
Kamal Gupta: Correct exactly.
Shravan Shah: Sir just wanted this JNPT last time we said around Rs.125
Crores was the spillover, but so then this quarter the JNPT revenue should be
higher and you said only Rs.90 Crores was revenue?
Kamal Gupta: Yes see we have approached the department for change in
milestone because they could not give us the land so that thing like the last
meeting I told you the meetings going on it is done so we already received
yesterday communication also that it is passed now so will be putting that bill
and Rs.100 Crores what is the balance we book that.
Shravan Shah: So in this quarter or this Rs.100 Crores will come?
Kamal Gupta: Yes it should be come this quarter.
Shravan Shah: Sir regarding the mobilization advance from JNPT line three
and they say both last time we said that in line three around Rs.200 Crores yet
to come and for all this, so any update on have you received any extra
advances?
Kamal Gupta: Not after that we have not received so that is yet to come.
Shravan Shah: Sir in terms of working capital whatever our stand was that in
last quarter it is the same so no change in any aspect on the working capital
side?
Kamal Gupta: Yes we will be maintaining the same idea.
Shravan Shah: Sir lastly now what would be the legal course of action from the
SEBI side or so just want a further clarity for all the investors?
Kamal Gupta: Yes as you aware that SAT has already stayed the order of SEBI
and so the next date is September so in the due course whatever papers maybe
required by SEBI we will cooperate with them and submit the details whatever
requirement?
Shravan Shah: This will go in SAT only or can SEBI go to the Supreme Court or
High Court?
Kamal Gupta: We cannot comment on that like because matter is sub judice
Shravan, but whatever details will be required by SEBI or anybody will be of
course co-operating with the department authorities and submit all the details.
Shravan Shah: But from there side they have mentioned the source from that
government official so what was the reason why the company came into that list
as we got any idea on or is it just filtering mistake from their side and our name
has just come in that entire list?
Kamal Gupta: Shravan last year we have received some letter from SFIO and
we have already replied that so that was sorted. There is no further
communication from that side.
Shravan Shah: Thank you Sir!
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Alok
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Deora from IIFL Wealth. Please go ahead.
Alok Deora: Sir actually my question was on the topline front so the first
quarter actually has been quite lower than what was being expected, but you
have mentioned about maintaining FY2018 revenue numbers, so that would
actually require nearly Rs.600 Crores of topline in third and fourth quarter each,
so like even previously we have seen challenges there so how confident are you
in achieving that?
Kamal Gupta: We already answered this question like this year it was down
because of mainly the aggregate and I explained in detail about that correct. Of
course even the second quarter because of monsoon it will be normal, but like
third and fourth quarter we are very good and as what you are saying between
Rs.500-Rs.600 Crores will be easily achieving there that is not because all the
works are now started in full swing, which was taken up a year back whether
line two, seven, line three or JNPT all are in full swing.
Alok Deora: Sir what kind of order inflows if any we have witnessed on the Q1?
Kamal Gupta: Q1 we do not have any order inflows and we are in fact not
expecting much order inflows Alok as we are having handful of order now like
year back our order book was Rs.3300 and now it is Rs.9000 it is almost 3x, so
which is good enough, so our major concentration now is in executing this
present order.
Alok Deora: So we have not like really bid also for any significant number of
new orders?
Kamal Gupta: We are not, but like whatever is coming in our existing territory
where you are working so we are very bidding that. So we have bidded for this
elevated line of course of Mumbai Metro and SCLR, no further bidding is there.
Alok Deora: Just one last question Sir. Now after this SAT orders on SEBI is
ruling so now the SEBI would be conducting the investigation on these number
of companies or how does the case go from here and how does it impact could
there be a situation where there is enquiry conducted and then there is
somehow come and then again you might approve SAT how would it go ahead
from here?
Kamal Gupta: Alok, in fact right now we also know how much you only know
about the case. I do not think anything like that enquiry should be there, but as
I told you before so whatever papers or something required by the department,
we will cooperate with them, of course fulfill their requirement.
Alok Deora: So these papers are being as per SEBI is that correct?
Kamal Gupta: I told SEBI to take a hearing they did not take any hearing or
they did not inform us about any information before taking this action SAT had
instructed them to take a hearing and so whatever data they want we are
clarifying.
Alok Deora: That is all from my side. Thank you so much.
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Sujan
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Sinha from Future Generali Life Insurance. Please go ahead.
Sujan Sinha: Thank you Sir for taking my questions. Just wanted to check you
just mentioned that you had received some communications from the
government officials and you had already applied to that so would it be possible
to share the content of that letter? What was it regarding?
Kamal Gupta: This letter was in last year and the matter is about 2008 to 2010
so 10 years back.
Sujan Sinha: It was regarding some kind of tax note or what?
Kamal Gupta: No this was regarding some contract.
Nalin Gupta: My request here would be that as this profile you want to keep a
low profile here and not discuss much on sharing the documents unnecessary to
create any misunderstanding, so is that okay we can discuss it if anybody wants
to see anything we are always available, but let us not share it on the media
and on the online thing that is what I would request that is my personal feeling
of course.
Sujan Sinha: I understand that. Thank you. Sir my other question was on your
employee expenses since quarter of FY2016 it has been trending up quarterafter-quarter it used to be around 4.5% of our sales now it has gone up to 9.5,
so any idea what is driving this?
Kamal Gupta: This is basically because of the 3x order book that is want to
because of which our staff salaries and expenses have of course gone up and
the income to that proportion is of course not been seen because the work has
been awarded just one year back and all the staff has to be in the place at the
beginning and so the expenses have seen up, but the revenue generation will be
starting from this financial year you will see of course rise in that, so the
increase is there, but basically because of the new projects.
Sujan Sinha: Thank you. Thanks a lot for this.
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Vaibhav
Jain from Credit Suisse. Please go ahead.
Vaibhav Jain: Thanks for taking my question. I also had similar queries, but as
you mentioned it would be not appropriate to discuss entire details of the
matter here. Just on the revenue side again Sir leaving the SAT order aside on
the revenue side what gives you confidence again what kind of preparations are
being done to ensure that we can have strong 2H so as to meet our guidance if
you can share some details in terms of where projects and how they will move
ahead that will be very useful?
Kamal Gupta: What I would like to say is that on the projects that the
company has taken up, which is mainly line two, three and seven all the
projects the casting yard preparation, the initial survey for investigations, the
designs to be submitted, designs to be approved quite a good extent job has
been done and even in this monsoon period also even after all odds, which we
all are aware about, which is there in public domain information where the
aggregate raw material has become a big problem and challenge for all of us
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because of two problems colliding at the same time, one is the ban on the
mining that has been done for new Mumbai and Thane district because of which
and also which is collided with the heavy monsoon so because of that all the
quarries are filled up with water, the ones, which are not banned so as of now
when the rain has reduced a bit so now the material inflow has started and we
are already negotiating with people outside new Mumbai areas and towards
outside Thane areas towards Wada, Vasai all this zone for having a tie-up with
new crushers putting new crushers and that is how the raw material problem
will be surely taken care of and with the Q3 and Q4 we will surely has a good
coverage for the loss of revenue that we have done and that is a problem with
all the infra companies because of the mining ban and with regards to design
preparation, your homework, your machinery everything is in place, so even
now in this odd situation also in the monsoon we have been doing good amount
of job and of course Q3 and Q4 we will be doing the best scoring has to be done
from that zone and we are confident we will do that.
Vaibhav Jain: Right Sir. Sir secondly on the capex side if you can share
expected number for FY2018 and any large equipment that needs to be ordered
or bought in this year?
Kamal Gupta: We have already shared that information and again for FY2018 it
is around Rs.250 Crores and FY2019 it will be around Rs.30-50 Crores.
Vaibhav Jain: Sure Sir! Thank you.
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Tina
Virmani from Kotak Securities. Please go ahead.
Tina Virmani: Sir my first question is regarding the tunnel boring machine
when are we expected to come and by when do we expect the execution from
line three to ramp up?
Kamal Gupta: Out of five TBMs, three TBMs are already ready in the FAT that
is factory acceptance test is already done inspected by the authorities, the
consultants and given approval. So we are not shipping it next month because
the space for lowering is not ready, since you are aware that there were some
tree issues and the government got it sorted with the Supreme Court, so that
approval had come one-and-a-half months back last month, so because of that
we did not have the space to lower that machine, so three machines are ready
and we have started coming back October and November and we will start the
boring by January, the actual boring of the tunneling will be started in January,
so there will be good revenue like in January Q4, 2018 from line 3.
Tina Virmani: So primarily from Q4 and then in FY2019 we would see ramp up
from line 3?
Kamal Gupta: Correct, that is true, Tina.
Tina Virmani: My second question is regarding this entire matter although
would be taking it separately with you later, but how long is this process going
to take because now once this SEBI has already given a date for September,
but how long is the process going to take for the final decision to come through?
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Kamal Gupta: Tina that we would not be aware, but like whatever details are
required and are required by them and we are fulfilling them, so whatever time
it takes cannot be commented because at that level main concern was that the
trading was stopped, so we are concerned that all the investors like invested, so
we were very aggressive and for the sake of that only we went immediately to
do that.
Nalin Gupta: But we would appreciate one thing that SAT giving a decision so
promptly was because there is merits in our case and they did not find any law
as such, so that is why we have been given this, our request has been accepted
and as my brother already mentioned it was our main concern was to take care
of the interest of our investors that it is not the trading should start, so that
benefit they have given and we will fully cooperate with the department for
whatever information is required.
Tina Virmani: But the data that SEBI is primarily asking is mainly related to
the trading between 2008 and 2010 are basically stock related data or is that
related to the operations?
Kamal Gupta: No, it is both, they are asking for the financials also, though we
are giving all the financial data also and about that 2008-10 that data also, so
always submitting. We are sure like our name will be out from that issue.
Tina Virmani: Sure Sir! Thank you.
Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of
Subramanium Yadav from Subhkam Ventures. Please go ahead.
Subramanium Yadav: Can you update us on the Delhi order, what is
happening there because the execution again that seems to be very slow. I just
wanted to know the execution on Delhi Metro front because that order does not
seem to be moving, so what is the update on that?
Kamal Gupta: For CC-20 and 24, CC-20 all the structural works are completed,
but only the finishing stage jobs, which is ongoing, which is dependent on the
interface contractors as well that is firefighting, air conditioning, electrical,
mechanical. Those works are totally dependant upon them as and when the
interface locations because that same locations around 8-10 people are working,
now it is a matter of finishing and cleaning job and all stuffs like that, which
would take around 6-8 months because till the train runs we have to be there.
Subramanium Yadav: And about CC-24 Sir because there seems to be larger
chunk of the order about Rs.150 odd Crores?
Kamal Gupta: Out of the major work again finishing is the major component,
out of the pending jobs and there is some portion of cut and cover, which is the
last portion. All the four stations attended completed, finishing is ongoing and
tunnels last passages are completed, it is only the cut and cover portion, one
section out of the six sections is pending, so that is also on the advanced stage,
and I think within two months’ time that structure would also be completed.
Subramanium Yadav: How much would be receivable from Delhi Metro as on
date out of the total receivables we have around Rs.538 Crores?
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Kamal Gupta: Exact figure we can check and let you know, but it would be
around Rs.70-80 Crores put together.
Subramanium Yadav: Rs.70-80 Crores right?
Kamal Gupta: On both 20 and 24 put together.
Subramanium Yadav: Fine. Thank you Sir! Thank you very much.
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Amber
Singhania from AMSEC. Please go ahead.
Amber Singhania: Thanks for taking my question. Sir couple of things we
already have around Rs.60 Crores of work in progress, which was around
Rs.155 Crores last quarter, so could you give us some idea, which portion or
which order this Rs.60 Crores belongs to and which we have already booked?
Kamal Gupta: This is basically from JNPT line 2 and line 3.
Amber Singhania: The Rs.60 Crores is mainly from JNPT line 2 and line 3, but
if you can give some breakup among these three phases.
Kamal Gupta: You are talking about..
Amber Singhania: Work in progress Rs.60 Crores, which is lying in the work in
progress, not booked
Kamal Gupta: Rs.60 Crores?
Amber Singhania: Yes 60.
Kamal Gupta: We are not getting it Mr. Singhania.
Amber Singhania: Sir, there is a stock adjustment showing in the results,
which was Rs.155 Crores last quarter and now it is Rs.60 Crores.
Kamal Gupta: This is the increase in the stock.
Amber Singhania: Exactly.
Kamal Gupta: This is increase in the work in progress in this duration.
Amber Singhania: Yes. This is mainly from which project Sir?
Kamal Gupta: This is from JNPT and Metro.
Nalin Gupta: JNPT line 2 and 3.
Amber Singhania: This is not yet reached the threshold limit or what exactly
the reason because last quarter it was mainly because we have not reached the
threshold limit of 10% for the booking. Now in this quarter what are the reasons
for such a high thing?
Kamal Gupta: I am not so clear that there is any threshold limit of 10% or
exact, there is no particular figure that you can say like that.
Amber Singhania: No Sir, in last concall you mentioned that there is Rs.155
Crores of stock adjustment, which has gone up, was mainly because projects,
which you have already executed, but the billing has not been done?
Kamal Gupta: Yes, the JNPT was there mainly because we were changing the
schedule because work done was there and we could not built that, so that was
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all lying in WIP that only we have already received the communications from
them now, so we will be billing it and this quarter it will come down, it will be
realized.
Amber Singhania: Second is that we have got one package in line 4 recently,
could you give some idea about that timeline of these project to come through
from order book and execution and all.
Kamal Gupta: Firstly, it is line 2B and it was not line 4 and in that line 2B we
have not received any communications from the department. It is only that
from the media it is known it is L1, so once any communication is received we
can get back to you on that.
Amber Singhania: But we are L1 in that Sir or the bids have been opened
right?
Kamal Gupta: Bids have been opened and there is no written communication
from the department to us, but as per the report yes we are L1.
Amber Singhania: Thirdly Sir as you mentioned that because of this ban in
queries aggregates you are also searching from far places like Pune and all will
that make the cost to go up and will that be passed on to the client or it will
impact our margin from that part?
Kamal Gupta: You would appreciate that if the overall expenditure that the
company make in terms of the project is much higher than the cost of this raw
material, which is a very temporary issue, it is not a permanent issue where it is
and we have already informed to the department that because of this ban we
are not able to get the material and we are sourcing it from outside, so it is on
record, but it is not so substantial figures that we need to really think about
because it is only for a very, very limited period and even MMRDA is trying to
source out the query and take it from the government so that they can install
their own crushers or some other means from which they can feed the metro
project.
Amber Singhania: It will not have any material in that as such?
Kamal Gupta: No because it is a very temporary thing it is not permanent
thing because everything was taken for a surprise, but now because you have
like three, four months of the monsoon, all these quarries, which are outside
those areas are being explored and new crushers are being installed, so this is a
very, very momentary thing.
Nalin Gupta: It is also covered with escalation clause what we have.
Amber Singhania: If you can just throw some light on those large projects,
which are slated to come in Mumbai region, we may or may not bid for that
because they already have the handful order book as of now, but if you can just
throw some light how these things are moving in terms of timeline be it Mumbai
trans harbour or be in the coastal road and all.
Kamal Gupta: Since we were not very much interested we are not monitoring
or following up these projects very closely. There of course is a Mumbai-Nagpur
and coastal and MTHL work that are going on, so some bids are submitted and
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like some are at PQ state, some are before the PQ state, so like the different
stages these project are, but of course it will come up, no doubt, but our
interest as on now is not that since we are handsful on this project, so our
major concentration is on executing the present-in-hand work.
Amber Singhania: Sir, why I am asking this suppose if these projects come up
for bidding and tendering in this year itself where we are not bidding much,
would not we lose out on such large opportunities or are we confident that these
projects will come only after one and one-and-a-half years when we will be
ready for bidding that is why we are not so much interested as of now to look
into the progress on these what exactly your take on that.
Kamal Gupta: Two things Sir, one is like of course this comes after 6-8 months
or one year, we will bid this project no doubt, secondly like there is no dearth of
projects, you must be aware that huge project inflows everywhere whether it is
MMR region, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Delhi, elsewhere, everywhere the projects
are coming 5 to 10 years there will be enough work for everybody. There is no
problem of work coming that you will be losing opportunity and there will be
sufficient opportunity now also and will be sufficient in coming future also. The
value of Delhi Metro phase 4, which is already ready and they are just waiting
for just summarizing up and completing this existing project of phase 3 that
itself is more than Rs.40000 Crores. They have started coming up with 300,
300, 400 Crores, small, small tenders already two packages of 300, one of 150
is out and the bidder is coming up for those jobs are so limited. There are
hardly three bidders or four bidders like who are applying for these jobs. You
need to really appreciate that the amount of infrastructure work that has come
up in this past one year, which have already been either it is in progress or
which has been in the L1 position, it is so huge and not only in Mumbai, but if
you look it at Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Delhi, Bengaluru, Vijayawada,
there is ample opportunity; in Bengaluru itself was more than Rs.6000 Crores,
EPC jobs, so ultimately the people doing this if you take one sector Metro alone
it is so huge and the contractors working pan India are not more than 8-10. It is
a very, very huge opportunity and for me it is not a surprise that who will be the
taker for doing executing this large amount of jobs, so we have been worried
about if you do not take up this jobs in six to eight months I think it should not
be a concern at all, not only for J Kumar, but for any other infra company
having this ability.
Amber Singhania: Thanks Sir!
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Pallavi
Deshpande from Smart Karma. Please go ahead.
Pallavi Deshpande: My question has already been answered. Thank you.
Moderator: Thank you madam! We have the next question from the line of
Prem Khurana from Anand Rathi. Please go ahead.
Prem Khurana: Thanks for taking my questions. Most of my questions have
already been answered, just a couple, so one was you said by October,
November you would get to have three TBMs in place and would be launched by
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January, so once these are launched, how long would it take us to kind of reset
the revenue that we talk about Rs.80 or Rs.90 odd Crores per month on a billing
for line 3?
Kamal Gupta: This will come from January for sure.
Prem Khurana: Could you help me with the cash balance at the end of this
quarter?
Nalin Gupta: Cash balance is Rs.29 Crores and bank balance as on date is 403
Crores because it is basically in line with the FDR.
Prem Khurana: So does it mean we have seen some kind of negative cash for
this quarter because I mean last quarter we have setting as Rs.500 Crores of
cash and debt was around Rs.440 Crores debt has increased to 470 and cash
also has come down, so where with this money would have gone, part of it has
gone in to inventory as I set it, it is increased from 560 to 650, the remaining
would be?
Kamal Gupta: Currently there are some works, when you are developing
casting yard we have to do this entire expenditure in terms of development of
casting yard, which runs into Crores of Rupee, not just 5 or 10 Crores. This
development of casting yards in majority has been done. The machineries has
been bought and again there was like a variation of pilings for line 2, which was
because of with some around Rs.10 Crores was on hold and we have already
got the approval and we have put it into billing for the month of July.
Prem Khurana: Sir hopefully it should come to us..
Kamal Gupta: 15 Crores of things basically.
Prem Khurana: No basically I wanted to understand this because as I see it
the revenues have come off, which eventually means the construction activity
would have been somewhat lower than last quarter, so ideally even the
receivables have not come down though it is a marginal increase but it is
increased during the quarter.
Moderator: Thank you Sir! We have the next question from the line of Shravan
Shah from Dolat Capital. Please go ahead Sir!
Shravan Shah: Sir once again coming to the revenue part only, Sir as we are
saying that the revenue will be coming for line 3 from January next year, the
major revenue, so even in the third quarter how come we will be achieving 600
Crores plus kind of our topline, so from which project do you think that the
execution can pick up significantly in third quarter?
Kamal Gupta: See I said the boring will be started in January, okay, we will be
launching the machine in November and December only, okay, so we get the
payment when you starts the machine also and the different activities apart
from TBM boring, everything is all in full swing so from line 3 also there will be
substantial inflow we are expecting around 500 to 600 Crores from line 3 in this
coming nine months and the other project supporting that is line 2, line7, JNPT
and other flyover projects.
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Shravan Shah: This UP civil project it is still this quarter also we did Rs.17-18
Crores, so is there any issue or what do we think that this will pick up
significantly from third quarter?
Kamal Gupta: No this project is going on like this IAS academy is costing
Rs.260 Crores, so like we have done some 17-18 Crores in this quarter and we
are expecting like in the coming quarter is Rs.30 Crores, so average 8-10 Crores
is a good billing from that side, so that is not a issue.
Shravan Shah: Vakola flyover just because of the ban on the aggregates that
is why this quarter it is just only 10 Crores revenue?
Kamal Gupta: Yes, there is 10 Crores revenue from this quarter and we are
expecting like around 40-50 Crores in the coming nine months, 50 Crores from
this flyover.
Shravan Shah: That is it from my side. Thank you.
Moderator: Thank you Mr. Shah. Ladies and gentlemen that was the last
question. I now hand the conference over to Mr. Parvez Akhtar Qazi of
Edelweiss Securities Limited for closing comments. Over to you Sir!
Parvez Akhtar Qazi: Thank you everyone for attending this call and we would
also like to thank the management of J Kumar Infra Projects for giving us this
opportunity to host the call. Sir would you have any closing comments?
Kamal Gupta: Yes. My father will just give the last comment.
Jagdish Gupta: This is Jagdish Gupta, Chairman. I will tell you all that the
company’s work is going on well and there is no need to be worried and I look
forward for you all cooperation and we will show good work and in future also
we are likely to get more work and whatever the jobs we have at hand there is
a plenty of scope and we will certainly do that and we will come forward with
March 2018 results, which will be of more than your expectation.
Moderator: Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of Edelweiss Securities
Limited that concludes this conference call. Thanks for joining us. You may now
disconnect you lines.
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